
The  Concert  Offer 
...  dynamic  rhythms,  spatial  tones  and  two,  talented  violinists...  
-‐‑create  together  an  unusual  show  -‐‑  The  Electric  Violin  Show!  

 
 

Since their debut during the Sopot Festival ‘98 they have been giving performances 
being associated mainly with light music of modern and spatial arrangements. Their 
repertoire include dynamic elaborations of widely-known classical pieces, Irish, pop and 
country music. 
 
Space Violin’s concert is an incredibly dynamic show connecting some elements of 
brilliant violin techniques with rhythm, dance and easiness of performing. As a rule it 
consists of two separate performances (20-30 minutes each).  
The repertoire of Space Violin’s concert is carefully chosen with respect to the kind of 
events and girl’s music remains in agreement with the tastes of even the most requiring 
audience.  
 

The  repertoire  of  the  Space  Violin  duo  
 
- Irish music - about 50 minutes 
 (based on the „Lord of the Dance” musical) 
- classical and pop music - about 40 minutes 
 (from J.S. Bach - d-moll concert, A.Vivaldi-Summer to own arrangements of pop music i.e. Celine Dion) 
- country music - about 30 minutes 
 (the greatest country hits - „Country Road”, „Cotton Eye Joe”, „The Train” and soundtracks) 
- Chopin project (own arrangements of F. Chopin famous pieces ) 
 
Space Violin duo is invited and performs successfully during different kinds of musical 
events, ceremonies, concerts, festivals and company meetings. During its shows the 
group enters into specific communication with the audience, creates and transmits a 
positive energy blowing the audience away with its brilliant play and interpretation at the 
same time.  
 
Since 2000 the Duo cooperates with the Polish Tourist Organization, Ministry of 
Culture, the Adam Mickiewicz Institute and the Metropolitan Concert Hall.  
In white and red Space Violin proudly represents Poland, its cultural output and high 
level of artistic skills during multiple concerts, international fairs and cultural events in 
EU countries, Middle East and on the other side of the ocean.  
Through its unconventional and original style of play the duo wins sympathy and 
recognition of bigger and bigger number of international fans.  
	  

Technical  information  
Required  equipment:  

 
-  sound equipment and stage lighting - adequate for place’s dimensions 
-  monitor speakers - from 2 to 4, dependent on the size of a stage 
-  concert mixer - to plug in the wireless SV sound systems with a possibility to   
   arrange proper timbres and after sound effects; one microphone with a stand    
   to enable leading the concert 
-  sound and lighting engineer to provide a high quality of the “Space Violin"   
   rehearsal and live performance 
-  CD player for music backings  



-  60-minute acoustic and lighting rehearsal before the concert 
-  separate wardrobe with a possibility of locking with essential equipment and  
   sanitation backup 
-  ensuring hotel (1 double and 1 single room) near to the place of the concert 
-  Airport pick up and all necessary transport 
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